Now See Hear
Song Samples:
AAA - Roots Release Our Demons by Val
Americana Blaha
Folk
AAA - Roots Same Ole Sun by Jan Seides Americana Folk
AAA - Roots Behind That Locked Door
Americana by Judy Nazemetz
Folk
AAA - Roots Down In Flames by The
Americana Keller Sisters
Folk
AAA - Roots I Just See You by Tracy
Americana Newman
Folk
AAA - Roots Button In the Grass by Jean
Americana Mann
Folk
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Radio Sign-up at http://www.radiosubmit.com to download songs for free.
Several months before the October 2015 FAR-West conference, twenty-one songs by FAR-West artists were secretly given to
twenty-one visual artists (professional and amateur) who created paintings, photographs, drawings, digital art, collages, sculptures and
baked goods (no joke) based on those songs. This project was developed by Phil Ward and he called it Now See Hear .
To hear the songs and see the artwork created, click on this link .
Watch this video to see what it's about.
The songs from the Now See Hear Project that have been released for radio play and sale are included on this Radio Submit release page.
More will be added when they are released for sale:
1. Release Our Demons by Val Blaha
2. Same Ole Sun by Jan Seides
3. Behind That Locked Door by Judy Nazemetz
4. Down In Flames by The Keller Sisters
5. I Just See You by Tracy Newman
6. Button in the Grass by Jean Mann
Phase One, the creation of art (and baked goods) inspired by those twenty-one songs, was completed, more or less, in time for the
artwork to be displayed (and eaten) at the 2015 conference. Which is where Phase Two began: the works of art were then “adopted” by a
bunch of FAR-West songwriters. Some of these songwriters had their music used in Phase One as inspiration (without their knowledge,
until the conference); others were new to the process. The Phase Two songwriters each adopted a work of art and agreed to write a song
inspired by it. They are presumably creating these songs now, and will be able to show them off at the 2016 conference this October.
It’s not too late to get in on Phase Two! If you are a songwriter and you want a fresh writing assignment, email Phil Ward
(philwardlive_at_att.net) and let him know. He will send you a photo of one of the twenty-one works of art, and it will be your job to
come up with a song inspired by that art in time for the conference. We’ll have a booth in the 2016 Networking Center where you can
see the works of art from Phase One, hear the songs that inspired them, hear songs inspired by them, and sign up to be involved, as a
songwriter and/or a visual artist. We need both to keep this thing going.
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